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Abstract

ln this paper we review some topics of low energアatOm王c physics researches

involving highly charged ions produced in EBIS and other ion sources : 1)

collisions with atoms, 2) collisions with electrons and 3) collisions with

solids.
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工.工ntroduction

工n the past ten years. a lot of information has become available on collisions

of highly charged ions with atoms and solids. Among many thrusts toward such

activities, the most intense came from high temperature fusion plasma research

programs in various countries. Indeed, a number of the investigations on

highly charged ions have been supported by the fusion communities.

On the other band, the timely development of verァpowerful ion sources capable

oi'producing highly charged ions such as electron beam ion sources (EBIS) or

electron cyelotron resonance ion sources (Ec枚) has contributed significantly to

obtaining reliable
ーイormation

on various collision processes.
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ⅠⅠ. Collisions with eleetrons

A lot of experimental and theoretical data of ionization processes of atoms by

electron impact have been accumulatedl. However, it is quite recent that

precise measurements of the cross sections for ionization of ions, in

particular highly charged ions, have becomle possible. Some reviews on this

subject are available2.

1. Experimental techniques :

1.1 Crossed-beam method

エn measurements of the cross sections for ions in collisions with electrons or

ions, a series of advanced techniques such as ultra-high vacuum or precise beam

controlling systems are required. The most reliable technique for deterlmining

the cross sections of excitation/recombination/ionization of ions by electrons

is the ion-electron crossed beam method developed by Dolder et al.3 and most

widely used presently. In principle, this method is so-called absolute

measurement and can be applied over a wide range of collision energy from meV

to keV and a number of parameters have to be accurately measured . However. in

some experiments serious care is necessary to avoid spurious effects such as

the space potential due to electron or ion beam which changes the actual

collision energy or the focusing of beams and the pressure modulation by the

chopped beams. Another important parameter is the presence of the metast.T'.bュe

state beans, which is manifested throughnon-zero cross sections observed even

below threshold energy of the process in a number of the cases.

1.2 Trapped ion technique

lons are trapped magnetically or electrostatically.Usually only relative cross

sections can be determined through this method.工n particular. only less

accurate cross sections are obtained for ions with much contribution of

multiple ionizations. Some models or assumptions are necessary to interpret the

results.
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It should be pointed that meas11rements･based on this technique using EB‡S, a

kind of the ion traps, hav色been performed to estimate a number of ionization

cross sections4.

1.3 Plasma spectroscopy teebnique

Only the rate coefficients, averaged over the energy distributions, can be

obtained with this method by observing particular transitions relevant to the

ions (under assumptions or models on plasma conditions or plasma parameters).

Though less reliable (> a factor of two at best), this ls the only method for

obtaining data for very high charge state ions present一y.

2. I.onization processes

2.1 Single or double ionization

The ionization of atoms or ions can occur through various processes :

a) single direct (knock-out) ionization

e.Aq+-,e.A(q+1)+.e

has been most intensively investigated and generally is believedしU
.′L3

d
▲】t

over multiple ionization. Indecd for light ions, this is the case.
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Even for heavy ions with hydrogen-like structure where only the direct process

is possible as all the autoionization states of two electron systems are below

ionization threshold, the ionization cross sections, scaled as z4 (see Fig.1a),

can be estimated with relatively good accuracy through formlulas based on direct

ionization mechanism (see 2.4).

Note that in very recent measurements4a the ionization cross section for

u91+ ions which are determined in passing 405 MeV/amu UP91+ ions ( which

coI･reSpOnd to 222 key electron velocity) through channeling directions of

single crystals is found to be 3.7 b (giving the scaled cross sections z4★s

2.8+10-16 cm2) which is far large than the relativistic calculation of

scofield (1.5 b)4b and the Lotz empirical value (0.7 b)4c but agrees well

with the relativistic K-shell ionization cross sections by Kolbenstvedt (

2.98b)4d.

These comparisons of the cross sections indicate that reliable treatments

of relativistic effects in ionization of heavy ions are necessary.

On the other hand, for many electron ions, in addition to the direct ionization

processes. a number of other proceses have been found to significantly

contribute to their ionization. As shown in Fig. 1b, the ionization cross

sections for ions with the electron configuration of 2s22pn are mainly due to

direct ionization and can be described weel with lots empirical formula (see

later), meanwhile those for ions with 3s23pn configuration shoy/ different

features4e andare found to be significantly deviated from the Lotz formula.

b) One of them is the innershell excitation-autoionization :

e+Aq+->e+A可…

_,e.A(q+1)+.e.

The first process produces ions with Core excitation (intermediate or compound

state) which decay by the second process (autoionization) (or decay also by

radiative emission that does not reSul.t in ionization. IIowever, radiative
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processes (…z4) become dominant for high z ions). As the excitation cross

sections are largest at the threshold, the cross sections for this process show

sharp jumps near the threshold.
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Fig. 1b Comparison of cross sections for ions with different electronic

configurations4e. on the left are the ions with 2s22pn configuration

(o+, F', Ne+) and on the right are those with 3s23pn confi糾rat]･.on

(s+, cl+, Ar+).

Related with this process, there are some other forms of the decays which

result in production of bigber charge ions :

b') innershell excitation-double autoionizati･on
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e◆A9十->e十Aq+*
-

-,e.A(q+1)捕.e

-,e.A(q+2)+.e.e.

b‥ ) inners･hell excitation-auto double ionization

e+Aq+->e+Aq…

-,e.A(q+2)+.2e

c) the resonant recombination-double autoionization is another kind of

collisions with electrons :

e. Aq'-, A(q-1)'+I

->Aq川+e
●

-,A(q'1)'.e.e

The first process, where the incident electron resonantly excites one of the

innershell electrons and, losing almost all its energy, is capttlred into highly

excited state of the ions, forms a doubly excited state, which in turn decays

through two (double) successive autoionization. The cross sections are more

resonant than process b).

There is another form of decays for this process :

c') resonant recombination-auto double ionization

e. Aq十_,A(q-1)…

-, A(q+1)+. 2e

Here the first in process c) is followed by a single Auger electron emission

process. In the second process, some correlation effects are expected to play a

role.

a) innershell ionization-autoionization

e.Aq+-,e.A(q+1)….e

_,e.A(q+2)+.e.e

Here are also two decay modes possible : autoionization and Auger emissiton.

The contribution of processes b卜d), called as ''indiret:t'. processes, become
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significant with increasing the ionic･ charge of ions and is domlrLant over the

direct process a) for a number of heavy ions with many electrons. Of Course, it

is not easy to separate the contribution from various processes.

Experiment involving many electron alkaline earth metal systems dramatically

show remarkable increase of ionization cross sections. Note that for low z ions

(Be+, Mg+) such an enhancement is not seen, meanwhile for the largest z ions

(Ba') the enhancement is strongest. As their energy resolution was not so good,

only broad peaks have been observed in these cilOSS Sections curves5(see Fig.2).

Later experiments with much better energy resolution revealed a series of peaks

corresponding to excitation-autoionization processes.
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Fig.2 Cross sections for single electroLl ionization of BeT MgT ca†sr'and Ba'

ions by electrons5.

For Xeq+(q=2-6 ; Ⅹe2+, for example, has the electronic Configuration

4dlO5s25p4) ions, the contribution of the indirect processes increases ･with

increasing the ionization stage and is most significant at lower energies and

the observed values approach the direct ionization cross sections at highest

energies. It is found that 4d-nl(nl=4f,5d,5f) exc王tation-autoionization can
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roughly account for the observed results6 ( Ⅹe6+ ≡ 4dlO5s2) (see Fig. 3a). On

the other hand, the dominant contributions of 2p-shell ionization-

autolonization are observed in double ionization processes for Ar ions2(see

Fig. 3b). Note that, though double ionization cross sections below 2p

ioni2:ation threshold decrease for higher ionization states, 2p ionization cross

sections tend increase with lncreaslng the ion charge state while their 2p

ionization energies increase.

ヨowever, there are some examples which can not be explained only throug･h such

.'indirect processes''. Indeed there is a serious discrepancy in ionization of,

for example, Fe15+ ions which is expected to have intense resonant excitation-

double autoionization at around 760 eV7 (Fig. 4). On the other hand, very

recently. the contribution of resonant reconbination-autoionization processes
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DOUBしE 10NIZE 2p THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 3b Cross sections for double ionization of Arq'(q=2,3,4) ions by

electrons. The solid curve represents the distorted-wave calculation

for direct 2p ionizationofAr4+. o : q=2, A: q=3, + : q=4.

has been conflr皿ed for C3'ions, thoughit is weak (…loiof direct ionization)8.

We need our extensive studies of ionization of various ions with different

electronic configurations.

2.2阿ultiple ionization

附ultiple ionization is generally weak, relative to single ionization. It should

be noted that deeper innershell ionization (excitation) processes, followed by

successive (cascade) autoionization or Auger electron emissions, contribute

dominantly to multiply-charged ion production. In fact, the cross sections for

L- and K-shell ionization of Ar atoms by electrons become comparable to those

for Ar2+ and Ar5+ ion productioh from Ar血toms9 (see Fig.5). Systematic

measuretBentS･ Of cros畠 sections have to be made for various ions.

2.3 Threshold behaviors

The cross sections for idni岳ation for ions Are kn6面n to be zero at the
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threshold (significantly different fro皿eXCitation pr()cesses) and, then,

increase with increasing the impact electron energy E J'ust above threshold.

There are slight differences in their behaviors among neutrals and ions in

ionization by electrons : for neutrals, the inter-electron repulsion is

important,meanwhile for ions the electron-ion attractive interaction plays a

role.
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Fig.4 Cross sections for single electron ionization of Fe15+ ions by

electrons7. The dotted and solid lines represent the direct and

excitation-autoionization contributions, respectively. The shaded part

is due to the resonant-excitation double autoionization. The

experinental dataare shown with the solid circles with error bars7.

very rough】y speaking the following constants for their power are proposedlO :

u…Ea (al;1 for single ionization : afl芸n for n-times ionization)･

However, there exist no systematic studies on the threshold behaviors in

ionization of ions, in particular their multiple ionization processes of highly

charged ions. Such experiments often encounter the presence of the皿etaStable
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ions in; parent beams.･Very small fractions of such beams excludes the

possibilities in working at the threshold region where the cross sections

should be small.
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Fig.5 Comparison of cross sections for (i=1-7) multiple ionization and (L- and

K-) innershell ionization of Ar atoms9.

2.4 Empirical formulas for ionization cross sections

Lotz formulas, based upon Born approximation for direct ionization, are most

widely usedl1･ If plotted as o*IJ･2 versus E/I)･ (a is the ionization cross

sections
･･工j

is ionization poter-tial of electrons in the ∫-th shell and E is

electron impact energy), all data must fall on a single line, as seen in Fig.1

above. For H-like ions, the ionization cross sections scale as z
4.

It must be

noted that this formula is valid only for direct ionization. There are many
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proposed formulas which have their limited validity. However. 'LIO Simple scaling

formulas which include those for indirect processes are available.

3. Excitation processes

3.1 Threshold and resonance

Excitation of ions by electron impact has its feature whose cross sections

become naxinun at the thresholds, in contrast with that of neutral atoms by

electron i皿paCt2･12. Another important feature near the threshold reg王oll is the

occurrence of a series of resonanees where the cross sections show tbelr

slgn主ficant jumps. Although their widths are narrow, their contribution to

total excitation cross sections is significant. The resonances are the

conseqllenee Of the formation of some intermediate (compound doubly excited)

autoionizing states during the incider)t F,1ectron-ion collisions which decay

through emission of electrons. These resonance behaviors and contributiorl tO

the mean cross sections have to be calculated carefully using the reliable

theories or approximations. For H-like ions, the resonance contribution to the

ls-'2s and ls-'2p excitatiorl (due to 3s2. 3p2 and 3d2 autoionizing states) are

estimated to be 20 and 10 %, respectively, with less contribution to the

excltation to higher n-states13.

On the otller band, at higher energies reliable excitation cross sections can be

estimated using some asynptotic behaviors. For example, some empirical formulas

such as Gaunt-factor formula could sometimes provide quite reasonable

estitnation of the excitation cross sections2.

3.2 Experiments and data

As mentioned above, the ion-electron crossed-beam techniqul- is the most

reliable method for determining the excitation cross sections since the first

experiment has been performed by Dance et al.14 in 1966 through observing

photons with particular energies. However, the obtained cross sections are

generally less accurate and their ･JnCertainties are estimated to be at best 15-
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20 y., with the most serious errors being due to absolute calibration of photon

detection efficiencies (10-15 o/.), which should be compared with those of

ionization (芸2o/.).Up to now, most of the exp･erimental studies have been

concentrated on relatively low charge ions because of the limited

availabilities of ions and N4+ ions ]･s the highest in ionic charge which has

been investigated15 (see Fig. 6a).
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Fig. 6a Comparison of absolute 2s->2p excitation cross sections for N4+ ions by

electrons. The dashed and solid lines represent the close coupling

calculation without and with the experimental electron energy

distribution, re･<;pectively15.

A unique technique has recently been developed to deterJnine electron impact

excitation of highly charged ions throughX-ray spectroscopy :

L X-rays fro皿the highest charge state ions ever studied, Ba46',
ノ

originated from electron impact excitation. have been observed in electron bean

ion trap(EBIT) and the excitation cross sections at 5.69 and 8.2 keV electrons

have been determined.16

The excitation cross sections can also be estimated through observation of

distinct structures in the ionization cross section curves, as already
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discussed before. In fact, this technique could be an alternate to know the

cross s.ections of excitation of highly charged i{)ns, thoughthe a(:curacy皿ay

not be so good as those for total ionization (see Fig. 6b).
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Fig.6b Excitation cross sections seen in total ionization cross sections. The

solid line below 350 eV is the Coulomb-Born d]'.rect ionization, the

dotted line is the scaled Coulonb-Born direct ionization and the solid

line above 415 eV is the cross section for ls22s->1s2s21 excitation.2

To get more insight in excitation of ions by elect∫ons, angular distributions

(up to 20･ ) of the ns-'np excitation cross sections, for example of Cd'or zn',

have been determined tbrougb observing the energア1oss spectrum of scattered

electrons, instead of photon detection, based on the cross-bean technique and

found to be in agreement With the close-coupling calculations17.

Up to now very few direct observations have been rep･3rted of resonances in the

excitation of ions by electron impact. Experimental confirmation or

investigations of the calculati.ons for resonances in excitation of highly

charged ions should be pursued systematically.

4. Dielectronic recombination(DR)

e. Aq十_> A(q-1)+…
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_, A(q-1)…. hv

This is another forin of decays of the intermediate dollbly excited states formed

through recombination of electron with target ion and thus competing with

autoionization processes : such states, instead of emitting electrons, decay

throughemitting photon (radiative decay). This is also the exact inverse

process of photo-innershell excitation process followed by autoionization.

Therefore, the cross sections for DR can be obtairled throughthe following

relation18 :

G (I)R)-crc+[Ar/(Ar+Aa) 】

where Ar and Aaare the radiative and autoionization rates･ respectively･

In order to investigate DR experimentally, the coincidence between photon (hv)

and product ion with one-less ionic charge (A(q-1)+) or some resonance

structures in the cross section curves or their (o皿bination is often used.

However, there are serious difficulties : the product A(q-1)+ ion has an

electron in high Rydberg state which is easily influenced by their environments

such as field ionization, field mixing, collisional ionization, resulting the

significant loss of the product. In fact, in olle Of the first electron-ion

crossed beam experiments of DR on州g'ions19 (see Fig.7a) :

e + Mg+(3s) -'Mg…(3p,nl) -> Mg★(3s,nl) + hv,

the observed I､eSult is found to be too large, compared with theoretical

calculation. This discrepancies, however, Can be re皿OVed by taking into account

the field ionization and mixing correctly.工n other well-collimated MeV it)n-

high density electron merging method, such environments are also found to

influence the observations.

For DR of very high charge ions, a different technique is used : 10- 100阿eV

ions collides with atoms where electrons Can be assumed to be quasト free. The

coincidence rates between X-ray and product ion show broad resonance-like

behaviors which correspond to DR with an electron of the energy d'istribut-ion
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with Co皿ptOn profile, instead of a free electI･On. As expected, however, the

detailed structures of DR can not be resolved but only their gross cross

sections are known with this method.

Another interesting method is the use of EBIS or EB工T itself. Directly looking

into EB工S and observing X-rays as a function of the confining electron energy,

DR of Ar ions has been investigated. Their cross sections are estimated to be

of the order of 10-20 c皿2, roughly agreeing with theoretical prediction for

Ar14+ KLL I)氏. However, the electron energy spread (…15 eV mainly due to the

space charge potential of the Confining eleetrons) is too large to look at the

detailed structures of DR in Ar ions20 (see fig.7b).
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ⅠⅠⅠ. Collisions with atoms at low velocities

Generally we can write down our collision processes between highly charged ion

Aq+ and neutral atom a as follows

･
.

●

Aq''B-'Ar'(M).Bl+(N) '(r'i-q)*e･AE

阿, N .･ quantum states (n,1,m) of projectile and target atom.

The most important parameters in such. electroTl transfer processes are 1)

collision velocity, 2) pro3ectil:e charge, 3) electron binding energy of t..^rget

batons land 4) the number of electrons involved.

In order to get information of Collision processes, we have to measure so血e Of

●

the followings : 1) charge-changed projectiles
Ar', 2) recoil ions Bl+, 3)

coincidence between Ar+and Bl+, 4) translational energy to determine AE, 5)

●

photons emitted from either Ar'(M) or Bl+(N) or both. 6) electrons.

At the energァrange of our slow collisions (芸 ev/amu-key/amu), the dominant

collision process is capture of electrons into projectile ions, but ioni2:ation

process of projectile ions is usually of皿inor importance. In such electron

capture processes, electrons are usually Captured into excited states of

projectile ions which. in turn after emitting photons or electrons, get

relaxed. Many of the observed features can be explained with the assumption

that quasi-molecules are formed during such slow collisions (see Fig. 1a).

1. Theoretical aspects

A number of theories have been developed. I.o treat electron transfer processes

at low energies. Some nice reviews are availablel.

Very qualitatively, the electronic (n,1,m) states of projectile ions after
･

electron capture process can be understood a.q follows :

a) for bare ion collisions, tbeトstates are degenerate but tbeirト

distribロtions should be influenced through Stark mixing among projectile

sublevels by the electric field of target ions.

b) for D'artially ionized ions, this i-degeneracy is liftedand there are a
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number of crossings between the entrance chann_,Jl and the outgoing (n,1)

sublevels (see Fig. 1a).

Fig.1a The potential energy curves for one-electron transfer Aq'. B ->

A(q-1)…. B+ Collisions. Note that there are a number of

crossings between the incident channel Aq+ + B and the outgoing channels

A(q-1)十+ B+ at differellt positions.

c) the primary mechanism is coupling of the entrance channel with a single

particular (n,I) level. However, the Stark interaction between this (n,i)

level and otber ト1evels on the vay out may change the initial (a,1)

distriblltlon (for lower ト1evels, the interaction of active electron with

ion Core > Stark effect).

A血ong theories and models, the classical over-barrier model is most convenient

for understanding and eヱplaining the expectedand observed phenomena2 (see Fig.

1b). Based upon this model, total cross sections and the electron-capturing n-

state (the most probable quantu7A State) can be estimated roughly. The Landau-

Zener (LZ) model is also quite useful for more quaユ.itative as well as
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quantitative くtbougb not accurate) understanding of this process (here the

radial coupling is assumed to be dominant). The LZ皿Odel is easily extended for

muユti-channel crossings3 by taking into account transitions at a series of

crossings(see Fig. 1c). Further modification of LZ formula can be used to

explain theトdistributions4.

Z2

Fig･ 1b Classical over-barrier model･ With projectile ion zl approaching

neutral atom z2･ the potential energy curves of both collision

partners are varied･ If the Coulomb barrier Vm is overeo皿e by this

proximity and a proper vacant level is available in projectile ion, an

eleetron of target Can jump into that level.

2. Total electron transfer cross sections

Total cross sections do not strongly depend on the collision energy of our

interests, except for very light ions (see Fig.2). This is because there are a

number of curve-crossings at proper region of impact parameters (Collision or

reaction window4) for bigbly ebarged ions.

Based upon a number of available data6, a number of useful empirical formulasl
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to estimate total cross sections for various i()n-atom Combinations are

proposed5. one of the most convenient scaling formulas for total electron

●

Capture cross sections is glVen :

oq,q-k
= A*qa*lb (k=114) (1)

where l is the ionization potential (eV) of target atom, q the ionic charg'e of

incident ion, A, a and b constants depending on k, the number of electrons

captured5. These parameters for k=ト4 are given in Table 1.

PIJ
-(I,2P{

I

･P')()-jT')(1･(LT'.1PJq-P)2･(I -A.1)2 ･bJ.1(1-み.2)】2･払.血2(1 -I,.,)12

+-

+rpJ.1LT,.壬･
･

･PN_I(1-pN)r†,)'<N-1 ,

- (p2♪,･･･PN_I)(1-PN_1)rl･PS･(1-PN)3],)'-N-I ,

=2Pl♪{=PN(1 -♪N), )'=N.

Fig. 1c Multichannel Landau-Zener model with Nll crossings.
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Table 1 i.east square fit parameters of equation (1)

to ealeulate cross sections

k 1 2 3 4

A (cn2) 1.43+10-12 1.08*10-12 5.50*10-14 3.5T*10-16

a 1.17 0.71 2.10

b -2.76 -2.80 -2.89

rEMPIRICAt SCÅUING : di,トl ･- ;1･17
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Fig.3a Scaled total cross section curve in comparison with experimental data.

a) 1owq ions5 ; b) high q ions (Kr, Ⅹe and l for He gas)7.

As an example of fitting these data, in Fig. 3a is shown a comparison between a

fitting curve and experimental data for single electron capture processes in

various ion-target combinations. Note that there are serious scatterings of

data at lower charge states, compared with the fitted Curve. In fact, for low q

ions, sharp resonance-like variations of the cross sections are observed. This

oscillation, understood quantitatively f)-on quantal theory as well as the
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classical over-barrier model, is due to resonance of the energy levels between

projectile and target ato皿beeause there are available only a limited number of

the energy levels for light elements6a (see Fig. 3b). I)ata up to q
= 42 from He

target are follnd to follow well with this empirical formula7 (see Fig. 3a).

Here we should note, according to recent calculation by Gargaud and McCarrol17a

that even total cross sections can not be scaled anymore at the energy less

than 0.1 key/amu because of strong core electron effects, though not confi.rmed

experimentally yet (see Fig. 3c).
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Fig.3b Oscillation of electron capture cross sections at low q ions with He6a.

Ⅳote significant oscillations of cross sections at low ionic charge.

For bigbly charged projectiles, in particular in collisions with multトelectron

targets, not only single electron t.ransfer process but also multiple electron

transfer processes play an important role. In some cases (such as C4+ + He

system) , two-electron transfer has been observed to be dominant over siipl1.gle-

electron transfer process.at low energies8. In multiple electron transfer
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processes, electron transfer into projectile from target atom simultaneously

accompanied with target ionization (transfe1'ionization) can be one of the

important processes in production of multiply charged recoil ions. It is found

that in triple electron Capture from neutral Xe target atoms by Xe8+ ions, the

most intense recoil Xe ions have the charしre 5+ which means two more electrons

are lost from target through autoionization (see Fig.4).
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Fig. 3e Total single electron capture Cross sections for ions甘1th the lonie

charge 4 in collisions with atomic hydrogen7a at very low energies.

王t should be pointed out that total cross sections for very high charge state

ions are still liェited in particular for lany electron target岳including

101ec一11es and also that total cross sectiotlS Of such highly charged ions at

very loT･ energies of leV/a且u
--

1色Ⅴ/a暮u are particulAエー1y i)portant in

-zLPplications
to astrop血ysics. ･Yet yery fey甘Ork has been reportedlO.
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工t should be noted that, though important in some fields, electron transfer

between highly charged ions has been rarely investigated, except for singly or

doubly chL･1rged ions, to compare theoretical calculationslOa.
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｣
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:⊃

⊂)
U

Fig.4 Correlation of projectile ions and secondary (recoil) ions produced in

80 key Xe8+ + Ⅹe collisions9.

3. (∩,1,Ⅱりpartial cross sections

3.1 a-distributions

Through a series of observation of translational energy卜gain) spectroscopy,

some scaling laws for estimating the most probable. n-state have been introduced
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for light atoms such as He† (see Fig.5) :

no
= o･76*qO･818

which can be compared with the classical over-barrier model

I
.

no
= 1･414*(q/z2)0･75

where z2 is the effective charge of target atom･

Again we should stress that no simple sealing laws can be found at low energies

to estimate no (see Fig･ 6)･

For many-electron targets, multトelectron Capture becomes comparable with

sin;?1e electl..On Capture and both the resultant pro3ecti.1.e and target may be in

their excited states, both forming possibly lnultiply excited states and being

autoionized. Systelatic investigations on the correlated 川,F) states have to

be perforled.

3.2 (n,1卜distributiollS

20 30 LO

ChQrge q

I

⊂:

局
>

.盟

cut

[司

=I

盲
■■i

5

Fig.5 The most probable quantum n-state of highly charged lq'(q=10138) ions

into which an electron is captured from He atons7. The solid line is due

to the classical over-barrier model.

Theトdistributions should be influenced tbrougb Stark mixing among projectile

sublevels by the electric field of residual target ions. For partially ionized
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ions (i-sublevels are not degenerate any皿Ore but
separate),

intrashell Stark

mixing amongトsubshells due to target ion becomes (HTninished and the final

(1,孤) distributions are determined by the interaction of eユeetrons Captured

into the outer-shell with the Core eleetrons in projectile (Core effect).

Indeed significant core effect is predicted in charge transfer of highly

charged ions (see F3,g.6). At lew energies. as皿entioned already, even total

Cross sections are strongly dependent llpOn projectile ions themselves even if

they have the same ionic chargell (see Fig. 3c).

0.5 0&

AZ O.～

y tqLJl

A 2 0.i QJ

y tout

Fig.6 Partial Cross sections for electron capture into 51 states of A7+ j･ons

ln eollislons wltb atomic hydrogens as a function of collision velocity

【A s-0(solid line), Ne(dotted line), Ar(dash-dotted line)】. a) total for

n=5, b) 5s state, c) 5p state, d) 5d stal;e, e) 5f state, i) 5g s'tate.
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Thus, there seems almost no way to infer or find any empirical formula to

estimate the partial (n,1) cr'oss sections at very low energies. Detailed

studies for individllal cases should be performed to get reliable information on

(n,1卜distributions. On the other band, only a limited experimental information

on (n,1) distributions is available. The 1-distrlbutlons are follnd to be

strongly depender.t on the velocityll･12. The observed results confirm most

theoretical calculations only for dominant channels ln (n,1) distributions,

meanwhile those for less dominant channels are different from each other where

theoretical calculations become difficult13(see Fig.7a).
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Fig.7a ComparisoT1 0f theoretical and experimental cross sections for electron

capture into 31 and 41 states of C3+ ions in C4+ + H co11isions12.

observations in Neq+(q=1-10) + Na (no芸10) collisions at relatively low energies

(芸250 eV/amu) suggest that an electron isぐaptured皿OStly into loweT トstates
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(which result in X-ray emission) as the cross sections for visible lines (which

result from transitions between higherトstates) are only 1/30 of total

electron capture cross sections14.

3.3 m-distributions

For bare ion + H(1s) collisions, rotational mi.King among 帆-states occurs at our

energy range, with the final m-substate distributions of varied degree of

alignment15 :

a) at low velocities (vi`くVe)I m=0･

b) at intermediate velocities (finite rotational velocities), some rotational

mixing among m-substates occurs with high degree of alignment. m=0,土1 (not

statistical).

5･10･14

!;i i

～

≡
U

ヽ-.-′

t3

1･10･14

5･10･15

10 9 8 7 6

PROJECT[LE CHARGE q

Fig.7b Comparison of cross sections of visible photon emissions (solid line)

to total electron capture cross sections (dotted line)14.

IIowever, polarization measurenents to determine m-distributions are still very

limited (only for p states).

In Neq'･ Na collisions, experimental values of polarization for -n
-

-1 (for

example n=10->n=9 for q=10) seem to be in agreement with the calculated m-
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distrib1】tions lfor q=1･0-8, tneanwhil･e thoIS6 for qミ7 are much smaller than

calculation, suggesting that the e.stimated m-distributions are much 'wider than

calculation due to core electron effee七14 (see Fig. 7c).

For tultiple electron transfer, the与nfluence due to lultiple-electroll Stripped

residual ions should becotJe l&rqer than that in single electron capture. This

relains to be eonfir且ed.
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Fig. 7c Estimated 帆-distributions in Neq''Na collisions. The solid line is

for q=9 and the dashed line is for q=614. The dash-dotted line is the

calculated value for ⅣelO+ + H collisions15.

3.4 Autoionization stilteS

A number of doubly or multiply excited states formed through electron capture

can be autoionized whose important information can be obtained through analysis

of the emitted elect1･On SPeCtra. For example, autoionizing electron spectra in

N7+. He
-'Ne5+(3131･)

+ He2+ collisions reveal that electrons are dominantly

captured (≡ 50 o'.)into highest 1-state 2G(2,0)(which皿eanS
that two electrons

captured sit on the opposite sides of nucleus)16(see Fig.7d). The detailed

analysis of electron spectra in some Cases indicates that radiative cascades

are negligibly small, suggesting that observed electron spectra reflect the
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initial electron capture itself. SrJ)4e electron spectroscopic甘Ork should be

also且ade for耶1ti electron (>3) capture processes.

On the other hand, as the autoionizing states emit electrons, then, the final

product such as N6'fron N5+(31,31･) state can also be studied with

translational energy spectroscopy, though its energy resolution is limited.

However, as the product of multiple elel?trOn ('apture processes is scattered

into large angles, their angular distriblltions have to be known (see 4 and 5).
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Fig. 7d Electron spectrum from autoionization of Ne5'(n.n･) in Ne7'. He

eollisions16.

4. Ang】.e-differential cross sections

only fe甘CaSeS have been studied for their angular distributions. In C4+ + He

-> c2+ + He2+ system, steuckelberg oscillations have been observed

experimentally and Confirmed theoretically17. In most of multiple electron

capture processes, projectile ions are scattered into larger angles, compared

with single electron capture, because or strong Coulomb repulsion between

collision partners after collisions18 (see Fig. 8a).

Angular distributions of charge-selected projectiles in coincidence with

charge-selected recoil ions can provide much detailed information of ion-atom
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Fig. 8a Angular scattering cross sections for 16 key Ⅳe9+ + He collisions18.

collisions19. single electroII Capture process at 90 key Ⅳe7+ + Ⅳe eolllsions is

found to be strongly forward-peaked, indicating the dominance of soft Collision

with large impact parameters. With increasing the number of the captured

electrons, large angle scattering becomes important(see Fig.8b). In multiple

e_1.ectro'i,1 Capture Processes. autOionization of the captured ions play a role,

resulting in the enhancement of ionic charge with increasing the number of

Captured electrons. Indeed, for recoil Ⅳe6+ ion production. single and double

autoionization processes are found to become dominant but no 6-electron

transfer into ions resulting in projectile Ⅳe◆ can be observed. The皿eaSured

Charge distributions are also found to be sharper than that expected from

binomial distributions and shifted toward higher ebarge, suggesting significant

autoioni2:ation in collision partners.

At large-angle scatterings (>10 nrad), the･ tRean Charge of projectile and recoil

ions are nearly the satne, indicating that both particles form a quasimolecule

and share equally the remaining electrons (in L-shell)｣ (see Fig. 8c). The

correlation diagram ls of great help for understanding the processes.
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Finally, in determining total cross sections for multi･-electron capture, such

angular distributions have to be known accurately (see 2).
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ⅠⅤ. Collisions with solid surfaces at low energies

1. Scattered particles from surface

The scattering processes of projectile ions from surfaces and their mecbanlsms

are dependent on three pbasesl :

a) soft collisions with near-surface atom in the incoming path

b) violent collisions with solid target atom

c) soft collisions with near-surface atom in the outgoing path.

Here electron transfer processes in collisions with surfaces playanimportant

role in determining the fractions of fleutral and charged particles. The main

electron transfer processes of ions まn collisions with solids are as follows

(see Fig.1)2
･

●

O

Fig.1 Some important electron transfer processes il"011isions with solids2.

1) resonant electron transfer between皿etal valence band and a discrete

projectile state (projectile resonant ionization)

2) resonant electron transfer into a discrete projectile state (projeetlle

neutralJ'.zation)

3) Auger (or radiative) transition involving metallic continllum States and a
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diserete projectile state

4) tr.ansition between a discrete (innershell) state of metal ap.il a discrete

projectile state.

Although deteils are dependent upon a num●ber of parameters such as the incident

angle or the incident ionic charge, the observed data suggest that scattered

particles are mostly neutral and a very small fraction of singly and doubly

charged ions are included in the scattered particles. Only a f･ar small frac.tion

of trebly charged ions are seen even in relatively high charge主on incidence.

1.1 Charge distribution and electronic states of scattered particles

工n Fig.2a are shown the fractions of Ne, Ar and Kr ions taken at 15● under 20

keV impact on clean tungsten surface at 15● incidence. From these figures, the

followings can be sumnarized3 :

a) the fraction of singly charged ions in the scattered ions is nearly

independent of the incident ionic charge,

b) this can be understood from the fact that the ionic state of ions after a

series of collisions with surface atoms is determined through successive

Auger neutralization and deexcitation processes. The time for these

processes is of the order of 10-15 s which is the sane order of magnitude

as the time that the incident ions spend near or on surface,

c) the fraction of doubly Charged ions is sharply increased at Ⅳe9+, Ar9+ and

Kr9+ incidence and that of trebly charged ions is much drastically

enhanced. Note that they carry a single vacancy in a-, L- and M-shells,

respectively,

d) this is because the time requiring to fill the innershell vacancies is

皿uCb longer than that for low charge ions. Thus, even after violent

collisions, some fraction of highly charged l爪Cident ions can survive

throughout collisions with surface. The resulting scattered projectiles

should･ be in highly excited states and when they leave the surface, they
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I-can
decay by autoionization, resulting in the increase of the ion charge.

Fpr example, a significant-part of trebly charged ions are due to doubly

charged ions which are autoioniEed on the outgoing channel,

e) Further infor皿atlon can be obtained through observation of their energy

after scattering : the energy distributions of the doubly and trebly

charged scattered particles have no low energy tails, meanwhile those of

singly charged ions have a large portion of low energy tails (see Fig.

2b). This is
･parti,cul･･arly significant in higher charged ion incidence.

This fact suggests that the ioyF energアtails result from a series of

collisions of the incident ions with target atoms in solids,

f) However, no experimental work has been reported on the electronic states

of the scattered particles.ロnder some COnditions, the projectile ions

have innersbell vacancies as observed through Auger eleetrons or X-ray

spectra (see 2.4).

1 3 S 1 9 1 3 S 7 9 11 1

In(omhg 【hcrge sねfe. q

3 5 7 9 11

Fig. 2a Yields of scattered Ne, Ar and Kr ions with the charge of r=1, 2 and

3 1n the incidence ebarge q ≡ 1-ll on tungsten surface2.
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工t is i)port由nt t'o kno甘their electronic state of scattered ims, in particular

of singly or dotlbly chrged ions When ions Tith very high charge collide yith
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Fig. 2b Energy distributions of scattered Ne ioh弓 from pure tungsten surface.

q and r indicate the charge of the incidellt and scattered particles3.

Note that energy broadening toward lower energy is significant for

singly charged scattered ions.

1.2 Zero-angle or grazing incidence collision processes

lt is expected that a series of new phenomena can occur under such extreme

collision conditions (theta=0)4. In fact, the grazing incidence can provide

unique technique to investigate collision processes of highly charged ions with

surface2. In such grazing incidence conditions, the pro3･ectile ion energy

parallel to surface is almost the sa血e aS their initial energy (Eo) : Ex芸Eo.

meanwhile that normal to the surface is roughly given as Ey=Eo*sin2(theta)･ For
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tbeta…0･2･ I Ey′Ex…10-5･ This means that we can study eollislon processes of

highly charged ions y)ith extremely snail energy with surface using ions with

relatively bigb energァwbich can be easily handled and focused under tbe甘ell

eontrolユ.ed conditions.

From a series of measurenents5, the charge distributions of the scattered ions

after grazing incidence have been found to be quite different from those after

passing foils. Such difference is strongly dependent on the combination of ion-

surface atom and canbe qualitatively understood from dynaElic variation of

their potential energy as a function of the distance between the incident ion

and surface (due to image potential of the ion inside solid).

For Li''Cu system, the outershell electron (2s) of Li projectile ions can be

easily resonant-ionized through electron transfer in†へempty States above the

Fermi level of Cu (process (1) in Fig.1).

Li-d･om
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1s22s-539eV

b

Fig.3 Variation of the potential energy as a function of the nuclear distance

in Li+ + Cu collisions2.

Furthermore, as seen in their energy curve (see Fig.3), with the ions

approaching surface, the potential energy level of 2s electron of Li ions
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goes over the Ferni level of Cu target. Then, the resonant-ionization

probabilities of Li 2s electron are enhanced. Therefore, the fraction of

neutral beams decreases significantly, compared with those fro皿foils. On the

contrary, for Ⅳ+ + Cu system, the situation becomes reverse, namely the

resonant-electron capture (process (2) in Fig.1) is dominant. Thus, the

fraction of neutral component of N ions is enhanced.

Until now, no investigation on grazing incidence of highly charged i･ons has

been performed at lower energies.

2. Emitted electrons

2.1 Total electron emission ど

Total electron emission ど defined as ratio of the emitted secondary electrons

per incident ion, is believed to consist of two components6 (see Fig.4):

g= ど(PE) + g(KE),

where ど(PE) is the term due to the potential emission and g(KE) is due to the

kinetic emission.

8
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Fig. 4 Secondary electron emissions from solid surfaces as a function of the

collision velocity of Neq'(q=4-7) ions on clean Au surface6.
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The first potential emission tern. g(PE), has the following features7
･

●

a) the electron emission is due to interactions of vacant states of

projeetiles with surface valence-band states.

b) as no kinetic energy of projectiles is necessa‡●y, it is dominant at low

en(汀gies (< 1*107 cm/s) and decreases with increasing the collision energy

(due to the decreasing time for resonance neutralizationand

autoionization. followed by slow electron emission) ,

c)) ,at
low Vel=ocil:i･es, ･g岬E)=k+W where W is total potential energy available

from the incident ions equal to the sum(工i-1,i)I Ii-1,i being lonlzation

potential from ト1 to i ionic states,
●

d) ど(PE) is roughly independent of ionic charge but dependent on their

ionization potential energy W. e) roughly 100 eV of the energy is required

for a single electron emission due to potential emission ･,'er-hanisn.
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Fig. 5 Dependence of total electron emission yield from clear Au surface on

potential energy of the incident Arq'(q=2112) ions at various

collision velocities8.

On the other hand, the kinetic emission term ど(KE) has the following features

･
.

a) electron emission occurs through close collisions between projectile and

target atom and thus need ･some minimum kinetic energy which roughly
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corTeSPOnds to about i.107 cn/s and increases with the collision energy

and finally becomes dominant over the potential emission at higher

●

energleS-

b) the emission rate is independent of theまonic cb∂rge8 but dependent only

on W.

The above relation is valid only at low energies ('1IIO7 cm/s),meanwhile, at

hl:gher energies and also for higher charge ions, ど levels off at higher W. This

is dyJe tO the increased time necessary for successive neutralization for higher

charge il)nS. Then only partial ne;I.tralization can occur before highly charged

ions hit the surface (see Fig. 5).

The neutralization time for multiply charged ions at lower energies can be

estimated as follows :

the number of collisions for complete neutralization is given as

N-W/Wo

where Y is total potential energy available from projectiles and Wo is the

average energy required for neutralization(=15 eV). Thus, the complete

neutralization tine is N*t where t is the average tilne for a single resonant

capture + Auger decay (…10~15 s). o皿the other hand, the electron captlユring

state ne for hydrogenic ions can be given as En ≡ (1′2)(q′nc)2･ and the

electron classical orbital radius for this state, r -

n喜a./q,
the distance

occurring resonance electron transfer is assumed to be a few times of the

electron orbital radius, d芸5●r and the time of passage of ions is estimated. to

be a/v, with the ion velocity v.

Thus, roughly speaking, at the velocities below 107 cm/s, complete

neutralization can be achieved for most of intermediate charge ions as follows

: For Ar12+ ions with the potential energy=2650 eV, N=177 and, then, the total

neutralization time is 177●10-15芸1･8.10-13 s･ on the other hand･ nc=20･ r=18 A･

and then d=100 A. Thus, the transit time is about 10-13 s (for veloc]･ty of 107
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c皿/s). However, for very heavy ions such as U92+ ions, even the velocity of 106

cn/s seems to be too large for complete neutralization (total potential

energy=740 key : time for complete neutralization
= 5*10-ll s : time of passage

- 6*10-12 s).工n this case, only 10 Q'.
of the incident beams can be neutralized

before they hit the target surface and, thus, they should still have a plenty

of the innersbell vacancies at the time they arrive at the surface (here we

should take into account very strong image effect for more precise discussion2
●

and thus the transit time become small, indicating much less incomplete

neutralization). The following topics have to be investigated for further

understanding of neutralization : ho甘1arge is ど(PE) for ve1･y highcharge ions

yith PE >> KE, in particular at the lowest energies? and hoT does ど(PE) depend

on the incideTLt angle to surface, in particular at gra2:ing incidence?

The angular distributions of the emitted electrons (number, energy, etc.) have

also to be determined.

2.2 The number of emitted electrons

ln addition to the above parameter concerning with secondary electron emission

from surface, the real number of emitted electrons per incident ion is also an

important parameter to get information on collision processes. Such

measurements had already been made some time ago for use of zero-time detection

of ions passing through thin foils which were I(ept at high voltage of 20 - 30

Rev. The number of electrons emitted from solid can be known from the collected

charge, for example, on a surface-barrier detector. Because of the limitation

of its energy reso一ution, up to 12 electrons could be resolved in passage of 2

-

5 MeV alpha particles(see Fig.6).

At our situation of relatively low energies, the solid must be at the ground

potential, meanwhile the detector is at highvoltage. This accompanies serious

noises. In low energy Ar12+ ion impact, about 30 electronsare estimated to be

emitted (see Fig. 5). With the Poisson distribution, it is expected that a
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considerable fraction of ions emit as much as 60 electrons, which need some

elaborate techniques to be resolved.

2.3 electron energy distribution

ln contrast to the ratios of electron emission to the incident ion, the energy

dlstrit)utions of emitted electrons bave 皿uCh infor皿atlon to understand

collision mecbanisns in highly charged ion collisions with solids.工n an

experiment by Delaunay et al. using 15-70 keV Ar9+ ioJIS normal incident upon

AulO, the following features have been reported (see Fig.7):

a) the mean energy is around 6 eV (roughly independent of proj:ectil･e energy),

b) the width (FⅥ旧阿)is about 15 eV, c) these parameters are weakly dependent on

the velocity but increase with increasing the ionic charge, a) in the case g芸W,

the mean energy, peak position and width are roughly constant, e) in the case

giW, the peak becomes broad for higher charge ions, suggesting the variation of

the ionic states during electron emission.
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Fig. 6 I)istribution of the number of emitted electrons in passing 2.4 MeV

alpha particles through evapolated gold foils9.

2.4 Auger el･ectrons

Although weak (only a few o/o ), compared with low energy electrons described

above, they contain important information on lnnershell electron processes

which might be involved in ion collisions with solidslO･11 (see Fig. 8) :
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300.

Fig. 7 Energy distributions of electrons emitted from Au in Ar9+and Arll+

ions incident upon clear Au surfacelO.
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A) 500 eV and 20 key Ar9+ ions on tungsten surfacell.

B) 60 Rev Oq'(q=5,6,7) ions on Au(110) surface12.
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a) L仰Auger electrons of Ar ions from Arq'(q'8) ･ Au collisions are very

weak,

b) the Auger electron emissions become significant if the incident ions have

innershell (L-) vacancies. For example, 500 eV Ar9'ions with a single 2p

vacancy produce significant L23珊Auger electron peaks at around 120-240

eV which is found to be very much different from the expected value from

direct Auger neutralization to Ar9+ ions (450 eV : no peak is seen there)

but very similar to that from neutral Ar atom targets or Ar+ +
solid

collisions,

c) this fact suggests that, prior to Auger decay, the outer M-shell

vacancies are already filled while the L-shell vacancies are still alive

at low velocities. Thus, L相即Auger electrons are sharp and I)oppler-

shifted, indicating that the decay of innershell vacancies occurs before

ions bit the surface,

d) with increasing the collision energy, Auger electron yields from Ar9'

collisions decrease due to decrease of the time near the surface and thus

ion? reach the surface before deexcitation occurs (note those for Ar'

co11isions increase with increasing the collision energy due to binary

collision) ,

e) for somewhat bigber charge Arll+ collisio.一S, Auger peak at 150-300 eV is

energァーShifted due to some still-survived 2p vacancies because of the

longer neutralization times for higher charged ions.

f) at bigber energies, ions with L-shell vacancies penetrate illtO SOlid

before complete neutralization could be achieved. Inside solid, the

outershell electrons of ions are stripped off or screened bァmetal

electrons. Thus the level structures should change and the electron

energy spectrum also changes (in fact, for 20 key Ar9'ion collisions,

another small peak around 150 eV is seen),
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g) for 07+ ions with K-shell vacancies, KLL Auger spectra with similar

features have been observed12 (see Fig. 8),

h)A-ray spectroscopy ユight also provide inforAation on the electronic states

of ions before/durin〟after collisions.

3. Sputtering

lt has been kn,,-13 sometime that sputtering of atoms from solis by ion impact

is due to kinetlC collision cascades. Thus, the sputtering yield, defined as

ratio of sputtered particles to the incident particle, should not strongly

depend on the electronic or ionic state of the lIICident particles. On the other

hand, experimental observations of Arifov et al.14 and Radzhabov et al.15 show

that sputtering yields from NaCl or ZnS increase with projectile ionic charge,

meanwhile those from metals are independent of the ion charge over q=1-6. These

investigations suggested that there was another mechanism for sputtering for

non-metallic solids : electronic sputtering or Coulomb explosion16 (see Fig.

9a).
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As there seemed some uncer.tainties in their work, particularly i･n surface

characterization and some surface contamination night affect their

measure皿entS, recently de Zwart et al.17 repeated similar measurements under

much better surface conditions. Their sputtering yields in 20 keV Ar°+(q=ト9)

on Si in 6o incidence to surface normal reveal (see Fig.9b) :

a) yields of neutral Si atoms are roughly independent of the incident

cbarge from q=ト9, with sputtering yield of 1.3 atoms/ion,

b) yields of secondary Si ions (supposed mostly singly charged) are

constant over q-ト6 (4Ⅹ10-3 ions/ion, then starting to increase and

reacb 12Ⅹ10-3 ions/ion for Ar9+ ions. These values are consistent with

other measurements18. Note that Ar9+ ions have an L-shell vacancy.

c) this enhancement might be due to
,electronic

sputtering? However,

sputtered Si ion yields from Ar9+ ion (total neutralization energy=1000

ev) are almost twoじrders of皿agnitude smaller than those from A17+ ion

(neutralization energy=759 eV) impact by Arifov et a1. , suggesting some

surface effects in one of these measurements,

d) though this comparison could not give any finite answer to electronic

sputtering because ion sputtering yields are a minor contribution to

total sputtering, these results suggest the major features of sputtering

by highlァCharged ions are practically the same as those by low charged

●

10nS,

e) this suggestion is also supported by the observation of very similar

energy spectra of sputtered ions in both Ar+ and Ar9◆ ion impact,17

f) That happens in sputtering yhen the potential energy of projectiles

becoleS CO)parable to or larger than their kinetic energy?

To answer these questions, the following topics should be investigated :

#. detailed measurements of tot早l (neutral and ion) sputtering･yields.

#. energy distributions sputtered neutrals and ions.
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#. their angular distributions

#. incidence angle dependence, in particular･ for gr血zing incidence.
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Fig. 9b Sputtered neutral (solid circle) and 上on (open triangle) yields of Si

target by 20 keV Ar°+ ion impact as a function of the ionic charge of

projectiles q. Note that ion yields are multiply by a factor of 200.
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V. Concluding remarks

We have seen remarkable progresses on studies involving highly charged ions in

collisions with electrons, atoms(ions) and solids. A great part of the sllCCeSS

should owe to the development of powerful ion sources, such ail. EBIS and ECR.

Although a nuⅡlber of the impressive worlくbave been reported up to now. they are

scattered and a lack of systematics. In particular, we are still short of

information on the std.te-selected collision processes.

It is felt that we are almost ready for obtaining ions with much higher charge

than before using EB工S and now we are surely at the stage of givi!lg Serious

consideration in working with ultra-high charge ions such U92+ ions. There

should be very interesting topics to be pursued experimentally as well as

theoretically･ What happens when very slow U92+ ions approach solids? Because

of very large total potential energy (芸750 keV), complete neutralization of

surfaces, in particular of non一皿etallic surfaces, can take too much time,

before which a part of the surface may Coulomb-explode. It is also wondered if

their electron capture pl●OCeSSeS COuld be understood just as an extension of

our present knowledge, because their life times become so short that they may

decay before the collision partners separate.
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